Greetings from Special Olympics Bharat

Bringing new leaders through the School programming supported by
Stavros Niarchos Foundation
Gaining confidence to speak freely,
getting hope seeing new promising
leaders after years of mentoring.
The Athletes , youth leaders ,
school faculty, family , Coaches
reminisce the past few years of a
dynamic change in volumes never
seen before within classrooms and
also beyond school bounds.
All unfolded as the program
supported by SNF expanded
horizons
of
education
and
leadership in the past three years.
UttarPradesh witnessed a clear
pattern where the first year
successfully engaged whole school
communities across a large
number of schools registered in the
program, followed by the next year where a new inclusive leadership emerged. The third year brought an
unprecedented turn of events globally that also showcased an equally unprecedented and persistent
resilience amongst the school communities who flexed tirelessly into the challenging twists and turns of the
new normal.
The state of UP carried out a qualitative impact study on teachers and coaches through write ups collected
from partners and leaders stating their peak experience/any significant event or incident/general experience
of the project. A sizeable group of teachers and coaches (44.4% respondents) perceived that the project
has a broader positive impact on whole school that was beyond the core activity of Unified Sports. The
youth partners/leaders expressed that they have truly enjoyed all activities of the project and have
developed a substantial comfort level and in some cases even a bond with the special athletes they played
with. They have effectively turned into advocates of Inclusion. The study was carried out across seven
districts of UPrecording the response of 27 teachers, Coaches and higher school authorities
Most equated Unfiied Sports with injecting ‘equity’ into sports , that ensures opportunities and growth of
both students with and without Intellectual Disability and that they derived greatest happiness from
witnessing an inclusive interaction and a barrier-free environment. Read More
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_________________________

A transformation that comes slowly but surely
“My
name
is
Abhinav Chauhan
and I am a Unified
Partner from Class
X1 of the BBL Public
School, Bareilly. The
first time I heard
about
Special
Olympics
and
Athletes
with
Intellectual Disability
was in the year
2013. I was in
standard III. I was
totally against the practice of giving opportunities to the players who are disabled by ignoring players who
are not only abled but also very good in sports. I thought that these players would lack in their ability and
were in fact, encroaching upon our opportunities. In the year 2014, I participated in a torch run along with
my schoolmates. I could see a large number of athletes with intellectual disability selected for the World
Games.It was a huge event. But this could not change my old thoughts about them.
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In the year 2018, I got a circular form the school to participate
in Special Olympics event supported by SNF. That was a local
Unified Sports. Before the game, we were explained about
what is Unified Sports. We were shown some videos of past
events. The athletes were displaying good sporting skills.
Unfortunately, I was not fully convinced to believe that they are
capable. After a couple of skill tests, the Unified Sports started.
In the first round of a basketball game, I found the game a little
challenging as two special athletes in the opposite team were
very good (special athletes in our team were good also). After
the game, I spoke to them, we shook hands and said bye. One
of the special athlete ‘Vasu’ asked my address and contact number. He turned out to be from my Colony.
Our friendship started. I started appreciating the extra ordinary abilities of such special athletes. Interacting
with him was an eye-opener. Since then, I am a part of the SO Youth Club of Bareilly. I thank Special
Olympics and SNF for giving this chance to understand the real world. This world needs to change and
become more and more inclusive. Me and few of my school mates cannot bring the change. We all need
to work for this”.
_________________________

Nurturing Communities through Igesia
80 SO Bharat Coaches received training to get familiar with the
interface of Igesia that currently has over 100 Special schools
registered through SO Bharat. Igesia is a learning application
supporting remote and in-class learning; an idea sparked by the
need to create an indigenous, world-class digital platform
making remote learning comfortable. It is a “Made in India
“product by Igesia -- an Indian company – a fully secure modern
digital solution for live and blended learning & collaboration
having integrated 4 systems on a common data platform - video
conferencing, text messaging, learning management system
and project management system within each permanent virtual
interaction room
The idea of leveraging Igesia for our athletes, coaches, care
givers and all stakeholders was set into motion by Dr Reena
Kumar, Regional Clinical Adviser – Special Smiles, Special
Olympics Asia Pacific (RCA SS AP). She in collaboration with Dr Ashok Dhoble, Hon Secretary General of
Indian Dental Association, launched the first ever Digital Inclusive National School Oral Health Program for
Preventive Oral Health and Sports Safety Education on World Oral Health Day 2021. A long and a deeprooted association of Dr Reena with SO Bharat, added a dimension of reaching out to Persons with
Intellectual Disability, Igesia partnered with IDA Inclusive National school oral health program and provided
150 live virtual fully loaded rooms of Igesia connect to special schools and personalized space for the Area
Directors of SO Bharat to provide a convenient virtual interface with coaches, athletes, families, youth and
schools. These permanent rooms impart a continuity to regular interactive sessions, offloading the need to
share resources time and again.
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Dr Reena as the RCA SS AP worked in collaboration with the Global Directors Dr Steven Perlman and Dr
Allen Wong to create the virtual screening poll. On her initiative a dedicated Special Olympics app was built
on Igesia to conduct all the virtual health screenings. This App has been dedicated to Special Olympics and
was showcased at the Regional Clinical Advisers’ meeting held in March 2021. Igesia, currently, has
approx. 22000 CBSE schools registered that would participate in the Digital National School Oral Health
program, while branching out to include Sports, Health, Youth and Schools for SO Bharat, a distinct and
innovative approach addressing overall health, safety and sports, for Persons with Intellectual Disability.
Igesia is on a rapidly growing path that has achieved credible recognition with the Ministry of Information &
Technology, Govt of India, the Indian High Commission, Mozambique, CBSC Board, South Asian Society
for Oral & Maxillofacial Implantology, International Association of Disability & Oral Health, India. It has
revolutionized access to healthcare by creating a sustainable and scalable model for health care by paving
the way for integrated “Community for Care” by binding the Special Olympics communities and enabling
them transcend national boundaries and transgress to a global space.

“It was originally set to be my Diwali 2020 gift to SO Bharat but the timeline got impacted with factors beyond
control. Notwithstanding, the fact remains that the platform will at any time be flexed to develop into one
that drives away isolation and fear and brings the Athletes, Coaches and everyone together in an
environment of equity and joy” – Dr Reena Kumar
_________________________

Inauguration of the ESPN Virtual National Cricket Competition 2021
A Virtual National Cricket Competition, supported by ESPN, kicked off on 18 May 2021, with Team
Chandigarh being the first to participate on a live Webinar. Over 170 viewers witnessed the virtual roll out
of the country’s passion, Cricket, in a digital version that has registered approx 150 Athletes from 19 States.
Each state has registered a team of 5-8 players to pitch a spot in the competition.
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The event would replace the in-person competition that was originally slated to be held in Mysore in early
2020 but got deferred due to the pandemic. Following the procedure clearly presented through Team
Chandigarh, the rest of the teams, too, will complete their participation through separate webinars which
are underway. Being scored against four specific tasks, namely, Wall-toss Catch, hitting target (Bowling),
Tapping the Ball and running between the wickets, the four highest scoring teams will clash in the finals to
secure the first four positions, around the third week of June 2021.
_________________________

Marking the World Family Day 2021 with the first FAMILY CAFÉ
The World Family Day 2021, yesterday, marked the beginning of an interaction that placed the mike before
the family members of the Athletes. As part of a Sibling project executed last year from September to
December, frequent virtual sessions across multiple activities brought the family members in close contact
with each other. A seed of an idea emerged out of discussions with a few parents. A common proposal of
a platform that would help, each to reach out to the other in a fun and meaningful way resulted in the ‘Family
Café.’
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“Being parents of Special children, there are issues that we are not be able to speak about within our
immediate families also. A group like this can be a good support”
While the parents suggested, the sibling leaders conceptualized the format. These sessions would be
monthly sessions with not very large groups of parents, in order to encourage them to speak out,
uninhibited. The sessions will also not be strictly structured. In the interest of time any two parents would
take the lead to share any subject from a wide range of choice, relevant to Persons with Intellectual
Disability, through their experiences and according to their opinion.
_________________________

Vaccination Drive in Haryana
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97 Persons with Special Needs, above 18 yrs, received the first dose of the Covid Vaccine, free of cost, on
26 May 2021, in a Camp organized in one of the most popular Malls of Gurugram - Ambience Mall. The
Camp was organized through the initiative of the family members of Mr Ajinkya Rathi, SO Bharat Athlete
(Athletics) from Haryana, and the immediate support of the State authorities. 14 Special Olympics Bharat
Athletes from Haryana got themselves vaccinated along with many more persons with Intellectual Disability
from the state along with those with other Disabilities. Priyanka, Powerlifter from the LA Games 2015 was
the first to get it, followed by the others. Appearing before the media, Jashandeep, Roller Skater from the
Abu Dhabi Games 2019 said, “I was not afraid of the vaccine. I have got it now. I feel strong“. A series of
vaccine drives that followed, had approx. 200 Athletes vaccinated across Yamunanagar, Pataudi, Sonipat
and Faridabad. The Sonipat Camp came through the initiative of Dr. Ambuj Chandna , the SO Bharat
Clinical Director for Special Smiles (Dental Screening)
_________________________

Sports a doorway to Hope and Respect
Sports has given hope to Abhiranjan. At 27 yrs he has kept his struggle on,
not wanting to give up until he has achieved a respectable place in the
society. Sports has given a direction to his life , where his Intellectual
Disability and hearing impairment threw challenges of isolation and
rejections. He started to talk at the age of seven. He only had his siblings
as his friends in the first few years of his life , as he was often asked to ‘go
away’
His father has a secretarial job with the police department in Ranchi,
Jharkhand and his mother is a home maker and he has three sisters and
one brother. His dream is to become a Coach. He is currently, a Coach Asst
with SO Bharat Jharkhand and recently got a job with the NGO, Deepshikha
as a School Coach.
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Abhiranjan joined SO Bharat in 2015, participating in Football, Floorball & Badminton. Never
interested in studies, he had always been drawn towards sports. Things started to look up and he
soon qualified to be part of the Unified Floor ball team selected to participate in the 2017 World Winter
Games held in Austria. Read More
_________________________

INCLUSIVE YOUTH ACTIVATION- By the youth for the youth
Lead To Include Local Youth Leadership Summit- Delhi and Gujarat

Gujarat and Delhi held virtual Local Youth leadership Summits with an overall attendance of approx.
70 and 200 respectively. There was representation from all the 33 districts of Gujarat. The Summit
was held as an opportunity to showcase the older youth leaders in lead roles and also an opportunity
to bring on board the new ones. The State leaders assumed supportive roles allowing the youth to
take the lead across planning and execution. The youth leaders would be encouraged to engage in
their respective states, with at least one pair who would represent the state in the ensuing monthly
National Youth Activation Committee meetings.
“I was impressed by the activities, I was able to communicate with new people whom I ha d not met
until now. I was able to learn the traits of a good leader which would help me become a better leader
than I am right now”– Drishti Batra, Apeejay School, Pitampura, New Delhi

JIgneshkumar Thakkar Trustee SOB- Gujarat – “This is a session that has a long-term goal of sensitizing
and nurturing a Unified Generation. It does not begin and end here. It must continue to engage the youth
in an Inclusive environment. The Youth have to engage actively now to create a better tomorrow”
________________________

A Special Salute to the Chairperson of SO Bharat in her inaugural and exclusive
session with the Athlete Input Council
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The first session exclusively with the Chairperson, Dr Mrs Mallika Nadda, witnessed the members of the
Athlete Input Council speak about their respective roles and activations within their respective states.
Currently the AIC has 19 members from 12 States of India

_________________________

Newsroom Maharashtra – Ferguson College Pune and SJ Sadhna Special School
Mumbai
“I really loved that the concept of sensitization and awareness got highlighted when our panelists were
talking about inclusion. I also liked the example of Basketball as a sport which was a major means of
bringing together our Athlete and Youth Leader. I feel that everybody in our audience could understand
what our message implied, through that” - Vidisha, a new Youth leader and a Member of Planning
Department, SO Youth Activation.
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The second edition of the NEWSROOM event was conducted, focusing on the state of Maharashtra this
time. Newsroom was conceptualized to turn the spotlight on schools, to keep them engaged, learn from
each other and create an identity and visibility through their engagement with SO Bharat. Through this
edition we focused on highlighting the work done in SPJ Sadhana Special School, Mumbai and Ferguson
College, Pune executed by the athletes and youth leaders and to showcase the same in the form of an
interview hosted by a unified pair wherein the interviewees were also a unified pair from Maharashtra.
Mahek, a new youth leader from Maharashtra, said “You must care and help Persons with ID, my father
told me before I engaged in the recent few sessions. But after the YA sessions I feel that Inclusion is more
than this, it is right here, in this newsroom as well, where we all exchange our thoughts and ideas on an
equal platform” – excerpt from a report prepared by Ms Mahi Dheri, Youth Intern, SO Bharat
_________________________
PARTNERS IN INCLUSION

_________________________
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